PARC DES PRINCES REGULATIONS
1. Definitions
The term “Stadium” refers to the confines of the Parc des Princes and all areas and facilities
within the perimeter marked by the outer walls and accessible solely by persons with Tickets.
The term “Operator” refers to the company that operates the Stadium, i.e. Société
d’Exploitation Sports et Evénements.
The term “Event” refers to any sporting, recreational or cultural event (football match,
concert, show, etc), any private event (filming, second-hand market, etc) or any corporate
event (conference, seminar, reception, etc) taking place at the Stadium.
The term “Organiser” refers to the Event organiser.
The term “Ticket” refers to a physical or electronic ticket giving the public admission to the
Stadium, including season tickets depending on the Event.
2. PURPOSE OF THE REGULATIONS
All persons entering the confines of the Stadium must comply with the present regulations,
including their Annex : Health Regulations, which are displayed at the entrances, inside the
Stadium and on the website of the Organiser of the Event concerned, with any regulations
introduced by the Organiser and with the legislation and official regulations applicable at
sports arenas. The Operator reserves the right to amend the present regulations in whole or
in part at any time on legitimate grounds, notably safety, hygiene and service improvements,
or to take account of changes in legislation, official regulations or case law. Amended
Stadium regulations will apply as soon as they are displayed at the entrances and/or
published on the website of the Organiser for the Event concerned. Should one or more of
the stipulations of the present regulations be made ineffective by the application of a law or
an official regulation or following a definitive decision by a competent court or a public
authority, the other stipulations will retain their full force and scope.
3. STADIUM ADMISSION
i)
Admission to the Stadium is strictly reserved for holders of valid Tickets, which will be
checked (Event type, date, seat category / package, holder’s name, etc) by an agent of
the Organiser and/or using the computerised Stadium admission system.
ii) Minors aged under 16 not accompanied by an adult will be refused admission to the
Stadium. The Operator advises parents against bringing children of under five years of
age to the Stadium.
iii) Provided that they have valid Tickets, persons with reduced mobility and the persons
accompanying them may gain admission to the areas reserved for them via the special
entrances provided.
iv) Anyone entering the Stadium to work there must be accredited or authorised by the
Organiser and must be able to identify themselves.
v) The public are informed that to enter the Stadium they may be asked to produce proof
of identity, to respect hygiene measures, to be patted down and asked to present any
objects that they are carrying. Pat-downs, identity checks and visual inspection of hand
luggage may be carried out at the gates of the Stadium or anywhere inside it by any
police officer and/or agent of the Organiser licensed by the Paris Police Commissioner
in accordance with Decree No. 2005-307 of 24th March 2005.
vi) The public must adhere to the seat numbering and category / package and follow the
indications given by the Organiser’s staff to show them to their seats in the stand or
authorised areas.
vii) Random checks may be made within the Stadium and Tickets must be kept ready for
inspection all times.
viii) The public must comply with any dress code obligations required by the Organiser or
applying in specific areas of the Stadium.
4. DEPOSITED ITEMS
Banned items will be confiscated by the security staff and returned after the Event subject to
storage availability, though items may be refused. Tin cans and glass bottles will be put in
bins for non-returnable products. Voluminous items, bags (other than handbags, shoulder
bags, clutch bags, satchels and briefcases), umbrellas and motorcycle helmets must be
handed over in return for a ticket, which must be produced in order to recover the item after
the Event. Any effects or items not collected when the Stadium closes will be sent to the
central lost property office at the Paris police headquarters.
5. PHOTOGRAPHY, RECORDING AND COPYING
Photography, audio recording and filming in the Stadium require the Organiser’s express
permission, though they are tolerated by Event spectators provided that they comply with
the following conditions: audio and still / moving pictures recorded in the Stadium may be
used solely free of charge and for strictly personal purposes within the family circle and within
the sphere of private life. Among other things, this excludes dissemination and publication
on on-line social networks (including web platforms for sharing videos, photographs and
audio or other things) and commercial use and distribution. The Operator or Organiser
reserves the right to ban all photography, filming and audio recording by anyone, including
spectators, in certain areas of the Stadium or during certain Events.
6. USE OF ATTENDEES’ IMAGES
All persons attending an Event at the Stadium grant the Organiser, free of charge, for the
whole world and the statutory copyright protection period, the right to record, use, exploit
and represent their image and voice on any medium in relation to the Event and/or the
promotion of the Stadium, the Operator, the Organiser and/or their partners, such as
photographs, live transmissions on giant screens, live or recorded television broadcasts and
video or audio programmes and/or recordings.
7. BANS
7.1 General bans
Persons subject to a court or official ban on entering or being in the vicinity of an arena
hosting a sporting event are strictly banned from admission to the Stadium, as is anyone
clearly behaving in a violent, racist or insulting manner or in a state of inebriation or under
the influence of narcotics, without prejudice to court prosecution.
7.2 Banned objects
Spectators are strictly banned from bringing any of the following into the Stadium:
i)
objects that can be used as projectiles or weapons or that might endanger public safety
and other objects such as pyrotechnic devices, explosive / inflammable / volatile
substances, knives, scissors, batteries, tin cans, bars, canes (though canes with tips
are permitted for elderly or infirm people), sharp / blunt instruments, glass / plastic
bottles, umbrellas, flagpoles and telescopic poles for mobile phones / cameras, etc;
ii) alcoholic drinks and narcotics, the consumption of which is also banned in the Stadium;
iii) animals (except for dogs as specified in Article 241-22 of the Welfare and Families
Code);

iv)

documents, leaflets, badges, insignia, flags, audio amplification equipment, tarpaulins,
banners of any size and any media of a political, ideological, religious, philosophical,
publicity, advertising or commercial nature or used for such purposes or delivering
insulting or hurtful messages that are visible to spectators and television viewers,
notably minors;
v) objects intended to enliven the atmosphere, except with the Organiser’s express
permission given in advance on condition that (a) holders provide proof of identity to
the Organiser’s agents upon entering the Stadium and (b) such objects are submitted
for approval by the Organiser.
7.3 Banned behaviour
Spectators are strictly banned from:
i)
congregating in passageways, entrances, exits and staircases;
ii) disturbing other spectators (notably by standing up in stands with seating), behaving in
such a way as to harm or injure the Event participants (notably players, sporting and
technical staff, refereeing officials, Organiser’s staff / manager, etc) and, more
generally, causing disturbance to anyone else, personal injuries, damage to property
and behaving in an aggressive, violent, provocative, insulting, abusive, uncivil, indecent
or immoral manner;
iii) hanging onto Stadium barriers, railings, gates or fences, climbing up or over them, going
from one stand to another, entering unauthorised areas, building sites or areas in the
process of conversion and going onto the Stadium roofing;
iv) entering the field of play in the case of a sporting event; going onto the stage in the case
of a concert;
iv) running, pushing and sliding;
v) disguising or camouflaging themselves (notably their faces) such that they are
unrecognisable.
7.4 Commercial activities / Publicity / Advertising / Betting
Unless they have permission, spectators are banned from engaging in any form of trade,
publicity, advertising or propaganda, collecting money for any purpose and distributing or
selling leaflets, flyers, newspapers, insignia or objects of any nature. Only persons
accredited by the Organiser are authorised to distribute goods or documents within the
Stadium or to offer them for sale. Spectators are generally banned from conducting any
activity involving financial stakes. Betting during a sporting Event taking place in the Stadium
is strictly banned.
7.5 Smoking ban
Smoking cigarettes, cigars, pipes, electronic cigarettes, etc is banned in:
i)
enclosed and covered parts of the Stadium;
ii) stands (including VIP stands);
iii) all places in the Stadium where a smoking ban sign is displayed.
Ashtrays are provided in areas where smoking is permitted and must be used to dispose of
cigarette ends and other residue of smoking products, which must not be thrown onto the
floor or ground.
8. PENALTIES FOR NON-OBSERVANCE OF THE STADIUM REGULATIONS
8.1 Criminal penalties / Stadium bans
The following offences are punishable by fines and/or imprisonment and, where appropriate,
additional penalties in accordance with Articles L332-3 to L332-16 of the French “Code du
Sport”:
i)
entering or being in the vicinity of an arena hosting a sporting event in breach of a court
order or an official ban;
ii) entering a sporting arena in a state of inebriation; bringing or attempting to bring
alcoholic drinks into a sporting arena;
iii) inciting, via any means, spectator hatred or violence towards a referee, sporting judge,
player or any other person or group of people;
iv) bringing in, attempting to bring in, wearing or displaying insignia, marks or symbols
evoking a racist or xenophobic ideology;
v) bringing in, attempting to bring in, possessing or using rockets or fireworks of any nature
and bringing in any object that might constitute a weapon;
vi) throwing projectiles that might endanger personal safety;
vii) entering the field of play in such a way as to interfere with the course of the competition
or to endanger personal safety.
8.2 Other penalties
Any conduct banned in the present regulations proven to have taken place may, in addition
to the possibility of court prosecution, lead to the Organiser applying one or more of the
following penalties: refusal of admission to the Stadium or certain Stadium areas, ejection
from the Stadium or certain Stadium areas, taking the offender to the police authorities,
season ticket cancellation or suspension (for Paris Saint-Germain matches) without any
refund and/or any other penalties determined by the Organiser.
9. VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
For the safety of the public, the Stadium is equipped with a video surveillance system under
the supervision of police detectives. Images from the system may be used in the event of
court prosecutions. Attendees have the right to access pictures during the retention period
in accordance with Article L253-5 of the French “Code de la security intérieure” Home
Security Code, which they can exercise by writing to the following: Société d’Exploitation
Sports et Evénements, 24 rue du Commandant Guilbaud, 75016 Paris.
10. ORGANISER’S RIGHTS
In all circumstances where the safety of property or persons in the Stadium may be
endangered and, generally, all circumstances inherent in the smooth organisation of the
Event, the public must follow the recommendations or instructions given by the Organiser’s
staff. Accordingly, the Organiser reserves the right, among other things:
i)
to prevent attendees from entering and/or leaving the Stadium and to close the Stadium
in whole or in part, temporarily or definitively, in the event of overcrowding or
disturbances;
ii) to interrupt or stop the Event;
iii) to detain spectators temporarily in the Stadium at the end of the Event;
iv) to evacuate the Stadium in whole or in part;
v) to allocate anyone a seat other than the one indicated on his/her Ticket.
11. OPERATOR AND/OR ORGANISER’S LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
The Operator and/or Organiser disclaim liability for accidents resulting from a breach of the
present regulations by the public.
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